
addled: unable to think clearly; confused

beholden: to be in someone’s debt when they have done something 
good for you

Beltane: a Gaelic festival held in May. Fires are lit to request a blessing, 
usually for the health of farm animals or for a good harvest later in the 
year

bothy: a shelter, similar to a small cottage. It is usually unlocked so 
anyone can use it. These are still used today

bracken: a type of fern found on moors

brownies: mythological creatures, similar to hobgoblins. They work in 
people’s houses at night in exchange for food

burn: a small stream

byre: a cowshed

chinking: making a crack or small opening

cailleach (kal-y-ach): Gaelic for old woman

Candlemas: a Christian festival marking 40 days after Christmas. Candles 
are blessed and processions held to welcome Jesus

Glossary



 

carding and spinning: traditional methods for preparing wool

divots: pieces of turf

fledgling: a young bird that has recently grown its flight feathers

foreby: besides, or as well

ghillie: someone hired to stop poaching

graugachs (groo-ah-gaks): fairy creatures. They could either be helpful 
or mischievous 

guddling: catching a trout by hand

Halloween: it was believed that at this time of year, the divide between 
the living world and the dead was thinnest. Halloween comes the day 
before All Saints’ Day, where the dead are remembered. ‘Hallow’ comes 
from the Old English for ‘saint’

heathen: a person who does not belong to a widely held religion 
(especially one who is not a Christian, Jew, or Muslim) 

hummock: a low mound of earth

lairds: noble landowners. An old Scottish term taken from the word ‘lord’ 

lamenting: to grieve and show sorrow

Lammas: comes from the meaning ‘Loaf Mass’. A festival held on 1st 



August to give thanks for the wheat harvest. This celebration was 
common amongst Scottish farmers

lone: lacking the support of others, isolated

moorhen: birds that live near water. The moorhen in the book is 
probably called Moses because of Moses in the Bible. He was sailed 
down the river in a basket as a baby, and he parted the waves for the 
Jewish slaves to escape from the Egyptians

naturalist: someone who works with animals and nature

peerie-men: imaginary, tiny men

peewits: a type of bird called a lapwing. It has black, white and green 
feathers and a loud call

ploy: a plan made to take advantage of a situation

purling: the sound made by flowing water

queer: strange

sassenach (sauce-en-och): usually used to describe an English person 
but in this case it means someone from lowland Scotland

Tir-nan-Og (teer-na-nog): traditionally an Irish myth. A place where pain 
and death do not exist. People who go there remain healthy, young and 
happy forever

vexed: annoyed, frustrated, or worried


